Stress Intensity Factors are often estimated numerically from a given displacement field through an interaction integral formalism. The latter method makes use of a weight, the virtual crack extension field, which is under-constrained by first principles. Requiring a least noise sensitivity allows one to compute the optimal virtual crack extension. Mode I and mode II specialized fields are obtained and particularized for a given displacement functional basis. The method is applied to an experimental case study of a crack in a silicon carbide sample, whose displacement field is obtained by a digital image correlation technique. The optimization leads
Introduction
Full field measurement techniques now provide reliable experimental data for displacement fields from which stress intensity factors may be estimated (McNeill et al., 1987; Anbanto-Bueno and Lambros, 2002; Roux and Hild, 2006; Yoneyama et al., 2006) . In these references, least squares minimization is used to identify stress intensity factors from theoretical displacement fields around a crack tip. An alternative technique to determine stress intensity factors is to evaluate directly the J-integral along a given contour (Huntley and Field, 1989) . However, only few measurement data are used and strains and stresses are to be computed. To avoid this drawback, interaction integrals are used for extracting stress intensity factors from a discrete displacement field. This technique was first developed in the framework of finite element calculations (Suo and Combescure, 1992; Goz et al., 1998; Attigui and Petit, 1997; Rajaram et al., 2000; Moës et al., 2002; Réthoré et al., 2005a ) and more recently for experimental identification using digital image correlation measurements (Réthoré et al., 2005b) . The interests of the interaction integral when used in combination with kinematic field measurements are the theoretical domain invariance and the ability to extract the singularity without an a priori determination of the K-dominant zone. Another advantage is its robustness with respect to the presence of a process zone in the vicinity of the crack tip, even if the latter violates the assumptions of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics.
However, a difficulty is that the interaction integral involves the gradient of the displacement field that may display large uncertainty levels. Therefore, a high noise sensitivity of the stress intensity factors estimation by this technique is expected (and observed). The aim of this paper is to exploit the not so constrained virtual crack extension (VCE) field of the interaction integral to improve its robustness to measurement uncertainties. A general formulation is proposed to optimize this field in order to minimize the effect of a measurement uncertainty. Moreover, the proposed procedure is tailored to the discretization at hand, and thus to the displacement functional basis.
First, the interaction integral is written in a discrete form that matches the discretized displacement field, irrespective of its origin. Yet, at this stage, the virtual crack extension field is kept unspecified. Then the influence of a measurement uncertainty is studied and quantified. The optimized virtual crack extension field is constructed and the stress intensity factors are computed. The performances of the proposed approach will be evaluated on a real experimental case. The application discussed herein is based upon a Silicon
Carbide sandwiched beam crack test (Nose and Fujii, 1988; Marshall et al., 1991; Pancheri et al., 1998; Forquin et al., 2004) . This type of experimental set-up allows one to initiate a crack without complete failure of the central 3 beam. However, the arrest conditions are strongly dependent upon the friction between the beams, their flexural stiffness, the notch geometry. Therefore, a stress intensity factor identification using finite element simulations of the experiments was shown to be unreliable (Forquin et al., 2004) . Consequently, a direct identification such as the one proposed herein, is the only means to analyze this type of experiment.
Interaction integral
Let us start with the interaction integral I int defined in (Réthoré et al., 2005b) .
The co-ordinate system is centered at the crack tip and the unit vector x is given by the crack direction (the crack lies along the negative x-axis, see Fig. 1 ). A displacement field u is assumed to be known and the corresponding stress field σ derives from a linear elastic constitute law with known elastic constants. Auxiliary displacement and stress fields, u aux and σ aux , (related through the same constitutive equation) and the so-called virtual crack extension field q are introduced. The interaction integral I int reads
where δ kj is the Kronecker operator. In this expression, the VCE field q simply appears as a (vector) weight function. It is assigned a value x at the tip and 0 on the boundary of the integration domain ∂Ω. It is also orthogonal to the 4 crack faces
where Γ is the geometrical support of the crack and n Γ is the normal to Γ.
If the crack faces are traction-free for both actual and auxiliary fields, then I int is shown to be domain-independent (Suo and Combescure, 1992; Goz et al., 1998) . Furthermore, if both fields satisfy the balance of momentum equation under a plane stress assumption then going to the limit of an integration domain reduced to the crack tip, I int becomes
where
, are the stress intensity factors of the actual, respectively auxiliary, fields. Consequently, one computes K I and K II choosing the auxiliary field to be the Westergaard solution for a cracked body in mode I and II with a unit stress intensity factor.
The actual displacement field is now assumed to be approximated on a functional basis Ψ u that will be discussed more extensively in Section 4.1. The contributions U i of each function Ψ ui are collected in a vector U. This approximation is the result of a kinematic field measurement and the actual displacement field then reads
An interpolation basis is also chosen for the weight function and using the same notation, one obtains
Inserting Eqs. (4) and (5) 
In this equation, K and M are specialized for mode I or mode II by selecting the appropriate auxiliary field (7) where D is the fourth-order stiffness tensor, I the second order identity tensor and ∇ s the symmetric strain operator.
Noise sensitivity
Let us assume that the actual approximated displacement field is corrupted by a random (vector) noise η of zero mean
This noise is also characterized by a correlation kernel C, here normalized so that its magnitude is denoted through the (scalar) variance of one component.
Hence, the covariance tensor of the noise vector field reads
For an uncorrelated white noise C ij = δ ij and the variance of each component of the noise is η 2 .
This measurement uncertainty affects the estimation of the stress intensity factors. Using the linearity of Eq. (6), the perturbation δK induced by the noise η is of zero mean
and its variance reads
From this equation, the variance δK 2 depends upon the nodal values of the VCE field, both displacement and weight function functional basis, the auxiliary field and the noise kernel. However, it is independent of the measured displacement field. Equation (10) shows that if the measured displacements are not biased, then the stress intensity factor estimate is unbiased as well. This is not the case when using directly the J-integral, which is a quadratic form of the actual displacement field, leading to systematic errors in the determination of K I . Last, an interesting feature of Eq. (11) is that the K variance is expressed as a quadratic form of Q. Hence, it can easily be exploited for a minimization.
Optimal virtual crack extension field

Numerical elaboration
Linear type functions, as plotted in Fig. 2 , are usually used as weight function in the interaction integral for finite element applications (Suo and Combescure, 1992; Goz et al., 1998; Réthoré et al., 2005a) or in an experimental framework (Réthoré et al., 2005b) . The fact that q is only constrained by Eq. (2) is exploited to reduce the noise sensitivity of the stress intensity factor identification. For a given basis of interpolation functions, Ψ u , an optimal weight function is computed on the functional basis Ψ q using the minimization 7 of Eq. (11) for mode I and mode II. The essential boundary conditions (2) for the weight function are prescribed using Lagrange multipliers, denoted collectively as a vector λ
The solution to this system is an optimal weight function since it minimizes the sensitivity of the estimation of K with respect to measurement uncertainties.
The matrix L is the linking matrix and Q p collects the prescribed value of q. Above, we proposed a general set of equations that may suggest that a unique virtual crack extension field holds for any mode. Although this could be envisioned, it is here proposed to design specific optimal VCE focused either on mode I or mode II.
Preliminary tests led to the conclusion that the interpolation basis for the displacement field had to be consistent with the crack support. Since the interaction integral involves a strain interaction energy between the actual and the auxiliary field, continuous functions across the crack faces introduce spurious components. Consequently, the interpolation basis is built in the spirit of the extended finite element method. It includes standard finite element shape functions, discontinuous functions and singular functions in the vicinity of the crack tip. Following Moës et al. (1999) , the interpolation of the displacement field is enriched for each component u k
where N i are standard finite element shape functions supported by the set of nodes N included in the discretized domain Ω. Nodes in N cut have their 8 support completely cut by the crack (Fig. 3) . They hold additional degrees of freedom a i corresponding to the discontinuous function H Γ defined by
1 above the crack −1 below the crack (14) Nodes whose support contains the crack tip are included in N tip . Four singular functions B j and their corresponding degrees of freedom b ij are supported by this set of node. The singular functions are given by
where r, θ are the polar crack tip co-ordinates. Then, the displacement functional basis Ψ u reads
In the experimental test, the displacement field was determined using a digital image correlation technique and bi-linear quadratic finite element shape functions N i (Besnard et al., 2006) without any a priori assumption on the crack location. Thus a re-projection step is necessary for this consistency requirement. The details of this correction are presented in Section 5.1. Concerning the weight function, q is discretized on a standard finite element basis
Results
For the functional bases (16) and (17), the system (12) is solved to obtain the optimal weight function. In a first step, it is assumed that q complies with the 9 standard choice of a vector field parallel to x q = q x (18) so that q is reduced here to a scalar amplitude. The noise is considered to be uncorrelated. The optimal weight functions obtained for mode I and mode II are plotted in Fig. 4 . The difference between the optimal weight functions and a cone is significant (Fig. 2) . Let us also note that each weight function is slightly, but definitely, different.
The ratio between the variance δK 2 (computed using Eq. (11)) for the optimal function and the conical function are plotted in Fig. 5 for both modes.
Let us note the very large reduction in variance for the stress intensity factor, which reaches values as low as 0.017 and still decreases with the size of the integration domain.
The decrease of the variance with the domain size is further characterized.
First let us mention that a theoretical continuous formulation of the above problem can be written, leading to a fourth order (inhomogeneous) partial differential equation. This is of little practical interest since the above procedure naturally produces a discretization of this equation that is ideally adapted to the problem at hand. However, it indicates that there exists a well defined limit when the domain size is large compared to the mesh size. Using this property, we may introduce the continuum limit VCE ρ(x) such that for a large domain size, a, q(x) = ρ(x/a). Figure 6 shows the optimal VCE functions in the plane x = 0 for a domain size a = 400 µm, a = 600 µm and a = 750 µm. These results show that the continuum limit VCE is closely obtained for domain sizes corresponding to about 20, 30 and 37 times the characteristic element size.
It is possible to get some more insight into the scaling properties of the variance of K with respect to the domain size, a, from dimensional analysis. By exploiting the algebraic singularity of the reference stress and strain field, and integrating over the angular variable, the expression of the variance is proportional to the following integral
For a cone, the contribution of the noise coming from the origin is singular, and hence, the above integral is divergent. Its discretized version is therefore dominated by the first elements, and hence δK 2 ∝ (1/a) 2 . The minimization of the above quantity with respect to ρ thus implies that ρ ′ (r/a) vanishes at the origin, i.e. the optimal VCE function should be parabolic close to the crack tip, as shown in Fig. 6 . The integrand being well behaved, the scaling reads
This property is shared by all VCE fields which are parabolic at the crack tip 
Test with alternate functions
Examining the shape of the optimal weight functions and considering the variation of the variance with the domain size, one studies different weight functions. First, a truncated cone where q is constant and equal to x in a region whose size is, for example, half the size of the integration domain. As observed in Fig. 8 , the plateau improves the noise robustness of the cone weight function and the reduction obtained with the optimal weight function is now below 0.4.
Second, a particular function was used in planes orthogonal to a 3-dimensional crack fronts (Rajaram et al., 2000) , denoted as q RSP after the initials of the authors' names, and referred to as RSP function in the sequel. It is used to analyze in-plane displacements and the virtual field reads
where √ 2r max is the radius of influence of this function. It is worth noting that this function has a shape similar to the optimal VCE proposed herein, namely, it has zero derivatives at the crack tip and also on ∂Ω. Its shape is similar to the optimized VCE in the plane x = 0. However, examining 
Influence of noise correlation
The performance of the digital image correlation technique used herein has been evaluated by Besnard et al. (2006) . The displacement uncertainty and the noise resulting from the correlation technique are described in that paper.
The noise correlation matrix was computed to be
if i and j are first neighbor nodes
if i and j are second neighbor (diagonally opposed) nodes
For this correlated noise, the noise sensitivity is plotted in Fig. 9 . The reduction assessed by the optimization of the weight function is more significant. Since the optimization depends upon the displacement functional basis Ψ u and also upon the correlation matrix C, the optimal weight function takes care of the correlated nature of noise. Hence, the improvement achieved by the optimal weight function is even higher (up to a factor 100 for a box size of 600 µm).
Stress intensity factors estimation
The test case discussed hereafter is based upon a Silicon Carbide sandwiched beam test (Fig. 10-a) . The SiC beam has a length of 25 mm, a height of 5 mm and a width of 3 mm. The outer span is equal to 20 mm. Additional details can be found in (Forquin et al., 2004) . The kinematic measurement (see Fig. 11 ) are carried out by using a Q4P1 correlation algorithm (Besnard et al., 2006) on the pictures of Fig. 10 . The mesh consists of 1190 four-node elements (i.e. Q4) of length 16 pixels over an area of interest of 944µm × 971µm with a conversion factor p = 1.85 µm/pixel. The displacement field is obtained on a linear (P1) finite element shape function basis. The crack tip position is supposed to be determined by a previous analysis . The linear elastic behavior of the Silicon Carbide is characterized by a Young's modulus E = 410 GPa and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.15.
Kinematic projection
In a similar way as for the noise sensitivity of the estimation of the stress intensity factors, the stress intensity factors themselves are identified by using Eq. (6) after the weight function is determined. For this purpose, the displacement field initially obtained on a standard finite element shape functions basis has to be projected onto the functional basis Ψ u used in the determination of the weight function. The projection is only needed for the nodes whose support is cut by the crack because the enhanced functions are active only in this region (see Eq. (13)). The preferred solution consists in a mechanical projection based on the weak form of the following constraint
where Ω Γ is the region containing the elements cut by the crack plus one more element layer and u p the displacement obtained by digital image correlation 14 on the boundary ∂Ω Γ of Ω Γ (see Fig. 3 ). Then, a standard static analysis with the extended basis of shape functions Ψ u is performed over Ω Γ as in (Moës et al., 1999) . The resulting displacement field is displayed in Fig. 12 . The crack opening is now clearly seen, since the functional basis includes discontinuous features across the crack. Let us note that the uncertainty level along the crack face is much higher than elsewhere because the initial determination of the displacement does not take into account the discontinuity.
Normalization
Even if the best measured displacement field is obtained, the bilinear or extended interpolation decreases the quality of the determination of stress intensity factors. The VCE field (be it optimal or not) is designed for extracting stress intensity factors from the asymptotic solution of a cracked body. using a very different strategy (least squares fit to a combination of elastic fields). Furthermore, the latter strategy suffers from a slight dependency over the specific choice of fields a priori selected. This observation is a further motivation to follow the present approach, which is constructed to be domain independent and optimized in the sense of a reduction of the sensitivity to the measurement uncertainties.
The results obtained with the RSP function proposed by Rajaram et al. (2000) are compared to those of the optimized VCE in Fig. 15 
Sensitivity to the crack tip location
The noise robustness of the stress intensity factor identification is an important feature but the sensitivity to the crack tip location is also fundamental . As mentioned in the Introduction Section, the crack tip location is assumed to be known. However, this is often not the case, and the crack geometry has to be determined consistently with the evaluation of K. The interaction integral formalism has the potential of capturing the stress intensity factor and being less sensitive to the crack tip positioning than a least squares minimization because it relies on a domain-independent integral. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is carried out.
In Fig. 16 , the weight function optimisation reduces the relative error on K II to 2% in the x direction and 4% in the y direction. In spite of an "accident" in the curve for a y mis-positioning, the relative error on K I is also significantly decreased. This "accident" is explained by a topological reason. When the crack tip is moved from its initial position of 1 pixel in the y direction, a node of the cut elements initially above the crack is below afterwards. This explains the strong variation of K I for the optimal weight function that depends on the displacement functional basis and thus on the crack / mesh interactions.
Vector weight function
Up to now, the optimal weight function was assigned a direction parallel to the crack in the entire integration domain. Equation (2) only constrained the weight function direction on the crack faces and at the crack tip. This freedom has not been yet exploited. Therefore, an optimal vector weight function is obtained following the same procedure as for the scalar one. This vector weight function is plotted in Fig. 17 for mode I. Except in the vicinity of the crack, the optimal vector weight function does not remain parallel to the x-direction, and both x and y components are of comparable order of magnitude.
Furthermore, Fig. 18 shows that the sensitivity to the crack tip position is reduced when compared to the scalar weight function and the relative error is now less than 5% in the y direction. The results concerning the noise sensitivity are also slightly improved. For a domain size of 700 µm, the ratio of the Kvariances obtained for an optimal VCE vector as compared to the VCE cone reaches values as low as 0.012 for an uncorrelated noise to be compared to 0.017 for the optimal scalar VCE. The crack tip position sensitivity of the truncated cone weight function is also presented in Fig. 18 . Although the truncated cone improved the noise robustness with respect to the conical one, the sensitivity to the crack tip position is much more important and makes this solution unreliable.
Conclusion
The paper proposes an improvement of the stress intensity factors identification by means of a digital image correlation technique and the interaction integral. This improvement concerns the noise robustness of this estimation. The kinematic field is always corrupted by a measurement uncertainty. Because of the space derivation, the displacement gradient displays higher uncertainty levels and the computation of the interaction integral is then severely sensitive to noise.
The variance of the perturbation of the stress intensity factor for mode I and mode II is obtained from a discrete derivation of the interaction integral.
Since this variance is written as a quadratic form of the discrete VCE field, the minimization of the noise sensitivity is straightforward and leads to an optimization of the VCE field, tailored to the displacement functional basis, crack geometry and covariance of the noise. Then, depending on the measurement technique and on the noise characterization, an optimal VCE field is obtained for mode I and mode II.
The optimization of the weight function for an enhanced displacement functional basis (which seems to be a promising advance for digital image correlation techniques (Besnard et al., 2006; Réthoré et al., 2007) ) provides a significant improvement to the noise robustness of the stress intensity factors determination, namely, the noise sensitivity is reduced up to a factor of about 100 for a domain size of 700 µm. Furthermore, the sensitivity to the presupposed crack tip positioning is also reduced by adopting a vector weight function. The relative variation of the stress intensity factors is down to 4% when the variation of the crack tip position keeps the crack / mesh interactions unchanged. It is also proven that those improvements (noise and crack tip location robustness) cannot be achieved by just truncating a cone weight function which is an easy but not optimal modification. The RSP function revealed to be close to the solution, yet less performing.
Beside the use of such a tool in the analysis of experimental data, which was the initial purpose, its implementation in finite element computations, is straightforward, and should exhibit essentially the same advantages as those reported above. Moreover, the optimal VCE being determined from the specific numerical discretization scheme, it allows one to benefit fully from the details of the mesh refinement without additional constraints on the mesh geometry. It 19 may also easily be tailored to avoid spurious contributions from, e.g., plasticity occurring in the process zone, by imposing the VCE to be constant over the A first stable crack is initiated. Initial (b) and cracked (c) SiC sample face. In the middle of the lower side, the black spot is the mark of the notch, from which a crack propagates.The image size is 1008 × 1016 pixels with a conversion factor p = 1.85 µm/pixel.
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